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Abstract—The population-based incremental learning (PBIL)
algorithm is a combination of evolutionary optimization and
competitive learning. Recently, the PBIL algorithm has been
applied for dynamic optimization problems. This paper investi-
gates the effect of the learning rate, which is a key parameter of
PBIL, on the performance of PBIL in dynamic environments. A
hyper-learning scheme is proposed for PBIL, where the learning
rate is temporarily raised whenever the environment changes.
The hyper-learning scheme can be combined with other ap-
proaches, e.g., the restart and hypermutation schemes, for PBIL
in dynamic environments. Based on a series of dynamic test
problems, experiments are carried out to investigate the effect
of different learning rates and the proposed hyper-learning
scheme in combination with restart and hypermutation schemes
on the performance of PBIL. The experimental results show that
the learning rate has a signiﬁcant impact on the performance
of the PBIL algorithm in dynamic environments and that the
effect of the proposed hyper-learning scheme depends on the
environmental dynamics and other schemes combined in the
PBIL algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic optimization problems (DOPs) are a class of
challenging optimization problems that involve changes over
time regarding the optmization goal, problem instances,
and/or constraints. DOPs are pervasive in real world opti-
mization problems. They challenge traditional optimization
algorithms as well as conventional evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) due to the requirement of adapting to the changing
environment with time. For DOPs, the aim is to develop
algorithms that can track the changing optimum instead of
locating a ﬁxed optimum in the search space.
When applied for DOPs, conventional EAs face the
convergence problem: once converged, EAs can not adapt
well to the following new environments. In order to en-
hance the performance of EAs in dynamic environments,
several approaches have been developed in the literature
[10]. Generally speaking, these approaches can be classiﬁed
into four types. The ﬁrst type of approaches belongs to
the diversity scheme, which maintains the diversity level
of the population by inserting random immigrants [9] or
guided immigrants [19] into the population during the run
of EAs. The second type uses memory [14], [6], [16], [22],
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to store and reuse useful information to efﬁciently adapt
EAs in dynamic environments, especially in cyclic dynamic
environments. The third type uses multi-population schemes
[7], [15] to distribute the search forces into the search space.
The fourth type uses adaptive or self-adaptive schemes to
adjusts genetic operators and/or relevant parameters to adapt
EAs to the new environment whenever a change occurs, e.g,
the hypermutation scheme [8] and self-adaptive evolution
strategies [1], [2]. Of these four types of approaches devised
for EAs for DOPs, the fourth type of adaptive schemes has
received relatively less research so far. This paper investigates
a method that belongs to the fourth type of approaches for
EAs in dynamic environments.
The population-based incremental learning (PBIL) algo-
rithm was ﬁrst proposed by Baluja [3], which combines the
idea of evolutionary optimization and competitive learning.
PBIL explicitly maintains the statistics contained in the
population of EAs [4]. PBILs have been successfully applied
for numerous stationary benchmark and real-world problems
[12]. Recently, the PBIL algorithm has been investigated for
DOPs in the literature [21], [22].
This paper investigates the effect of the learning rate
on the performance of PBILs in dynamic environments. A
hyper-learning scheme is proposed for PBILs to address
DOPs, where the learning rate is temporarily raised whenever
the environment changes. The hyper-learning scheme can
be combined with other diversity schemes, e.g., restart and
hypermutation schemes, for PBILs in dynamic environments.
Using the dynamic problem generator proposed in [17],
[21], a series of DOPs are constructed as the dynamic test
environments and experiments are carried out to investigate
the performance of PBILs with different learning rates and
the performance of PBILs with the hyper-learning scheme
in combination with restart and hypermutation schemes for
DOPs. Based on the experimental results, the effect of the
learning rate and the hyper-learning scheme on the perfor-
mance of PBILs in dynamic environments is analysed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes the PBIL algorithm and some work on
PBIL for DOPs. Section III describes the proposed hyper-
learning scheme for PBILs and some PBILs studied in this
paper, which integrate the hyper-learning scheme in combi-
nation with restart and hypermutation schemes. Section IV
presents the experimental design, including the dynamic test
environments, parameter settings, and performance measure.
Section V presents the experimental results and analysis.
Finally, Section VI concludes this paper with discussions on
relevant future work.
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t := 0
initialize the probability vector P (0) := 0.5
generate a set S(0) of n samples by P (0)
repeat
evaluate samples in S(t)
learn P (t) toward the best sample B(t) in S(t)
according to Eq. (1)
mutate P (t) according to Eq. (2)
generate a set S(t) of n samples by P (t)
retrieve the best sample from S(t− 1) to replace a
random sample in S(t)
t := t + 1
until a termination condition holds // e.g., t > tmax
Fig. 1. Pseudocode of the standard PBIL algorithm (SPBIL) with the
elitism scheme.
II. POPULATION-BASED INCREMENTAL LEARNING
The PBIL algorithm aims to generate a real-valued prob-
ability vector P = {P1, . . . , Pl} (l is the binary-encoding
length), which creates high quality solutions with high prob-
abilities when sampled. Each element Pi (i = 1, . . . , l)
in the probability vector is the probability of creating an
allele “1” in the locus i. Hence, a solution is sampled from
the probability vector P as follows: for each locus i, if a
randomly created number r = rand(0.0, 1.0) < Pi, it is set
to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0. The pseudocode for the standard
PBIL algorithm (SPBIL) investigated in this paper is shown
in Fig. 1.
The standard PBIL starts from a probability vector that
has a value of 0.5 for each element. This probability vector
can be called the central probability vector since it falls
in the central point of the search space. Sampling this
initial probability vector creates random solutions because
the probability of generating a 1 or 0 on each locus is
equal. At iteration t, a set S(t) of n solutions are sampled
from the probability vector P (t)1. The samples are then
evaluated using the problem-speciﬁc ﬁtness function. Then,
the probability vector is learnt towards the best solution B(t)
of the set S(t) according to the following learning rule.
Pi(t+1) := (1−α)∗Pi(t)+α∗Bi(t), i = {1, . . . , l} (1)
where α is the learning rate, which determines the distance
the probability vector is pushed for each iteration.
After the probability vector is updated toward the best
sample, it may undergo a bitwise mutation process [5].
Mutation is applied to PBILs studied in this paper. In order to
keep the diversity of sampling, the mutation operation always
changes the probability vector toward the central probability
vector, i.e., the central point in the search space. The mutation
operation is carried out as follows. For each locus i (i =
1The elisitsm of size 1 is used in all PBIL algorithms studied in this
paper. That is, the best sample created by P (t − 1) is inserted into S(t),
replacing a random sample in S(t) created by P (t).
1, . . . , l), if a random number r = rand(0.0, 1.0) < pm (pm




Pi ∗ (1.0− δm), Pi > 0.5
Pi, Pi = 0.5
Pi ∗ (1.0− δm) + δm, Pi < 0.5
(2)
where δm is the mutation shift that controls the amount a
mutation operation alters the value in each bit position. After
the mutation operation, a new set of samples is generated by
the new probability vector and this cycle is repeated.
As the search progresses, the elements in the probability
vector move away from their initial settings of 0.5 towards ei-
ther 0.0 or 1.0, which will produce high evaluation solutions
when the probability vector is sampled. The search progress
stops when some termination condition is satisﬁed, e.g., the
maximum allowable number of iterations tmax is reached or
the probability vector is converged to either 0.0 or 1.0 for
each bit position.
PBIL has been applied for many optimization problems
with promising results [12]. Most of these applications are for
stationary problems. Recently, there have been some works
on studying PBIL algorithms for DOPs. Yang and Yao [21]
have investigated PBIL for DOPs by introducing dualism and
a scheme similar to the random immigrants method [9] to
improve their performance in dynamic environments. In [18],
[22], an associative memory scheme has been introduced into
PBIL for DOPs with some promising results. In this paper,
a hyper-learning scheme is proposed for PBIL in dynamic
environments, which is described in the following section.
III. HYPER-LEARNING FOR PBIL
As aforementioned, the PBIL algorithm maintains a prob-
ability vector and evolves it through creating samples from
it and learning toward the best sample created. The driving
force for PBIL to solve an optimization problem lies in the
learning of the probability vector toward the best sample
created from it iteratively. Usually, with the running of PBIL,
the probability vector will eventually converge to the one
with either 0.0 or 1.0 in each element, which will produce the
optimal solution(s) when sampled in stationary environments
due to the learning process. Here, the learning rate parameter
α controls how fast the probability vector moves toward the
best sample in each iteration. The bigger the value of α,
the faster the evolving process (though the probability vector
may converge into local optima).
Usually, PBIL with a proper learning rate can converge
well to the optimal solution(s) in stationary environments,
which gives PBIL an advantage in comparison with other
EAs [5]. However, in dynamic environments, convergence
becomes a big problem for PBIL algorithms since it deprives
the diversity of the samples created and hence make it hard
for PBIL algortihms to adapt to the new environment when a
change occurs. To address the convergence problem, several
approaches can be developed to re-introduce diversity after
a change occurs, e.g., the restart scheme.
However, using only these diversity schemes may not
adapt PBILs to a new environment to its best. We may need
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t := 0
initialize the probability vector P (0) := 0.5
generate a set S(0) of n samples by P (0)
repeat
evaluate smaples in S(t)
learn P (t) toward the best sample B(t) in S(t)
according to Eq. (1)
mutate P (t) according to Eq. (2)
generate a set S(t) of n samples by P (t)
retrieve the best sample from S(t− 1) to replace a
random sample in S(t)
if the environment changes then
re-initialize P (t) := 0.5
if hyper-learning is used then // for PBILrl
raise α from αl to αu for nhl generations
t := t + 1
until a termination condition holds // e.g., t > tmax
Fig. 2. Pseudo-code for the PBIL with re-start (PBILr) and the PBIL with
restart and hyper-learning (PBILrl).
to apply a high learning rate to learn the probability vector
faster toward those really useful samples produced in a new
environment and hence adapt PBIL algorithms more quickly
toward the new environment. This thinking naturally leads
to the introduction of the hyper-learning scheme into PBIL:
whenever an environmental change occurs, the learning rate
is temporarily raised for several generations from the normal
learning rate.
Obviously, to realize its best advantage, the hyper-learning
scheme should be combined with other diversity approaches
for PBIL algorithms to address DOPs. In this paper, the
hyper-learning scheme is combined with restart and hyper-
mutation [8] schemes for PBIL, which are described in the
following sub-sections respectively.
A. Hyper-Learning with Restart
Restart is a simple and natural way for EAs to address
DOPs. For PBIL with the restart scheme, whenever the
environment changes, the probability vector is re-initialized
to the central probability vector. The pseudo-code of the
PBIL with restart, denoted PBILr in this paper, is shown
in Fig. 2. The corresponding PBIL with restart and hyper-
learning schemes, denoted PBILrl in this paper, is also shown
in Fig. 2. Within PBILrl, whenever the environment changes,
the learning rate α is raised from the basic low value αl to
a high value αu for the following nhl generations.
B. Hyper-Learning with Hypermutation
Hypermutation is another scheme to re-introduce the pop-
ulation diversity for EAs to address DOPs and has been
studied in several works [8], [13]. Hypermutation can also be
integrated into PBIL to deal with DOPs. The pseudo-code of
the PBIL with hypermutation, denoted PBILm in this paper,
t := 0
initialize the probability vector P (0) := 0.5
generate a set S(0) of n samples by P (0)
repeat
evaluate smaples in S(t)
learn P (t) toward the best sample B(t) in S(t)
according to Eq. (1)
mutate P (t) according to Eq. (2)
generate a set S(t) of n samples by P (t)
retrieve the best sample from S(t− 1) to replace a
random sample in S(t)
if the environment changes then




m for nhm generations
if hyper-learning is used then // for PBILml
raise α from αl to αu for nhl generations
t := t + 1
until a termination condition holds // e.g., t > tmax
Fig. 3. Pseudo-code for the PBIL with hypermutation (PBILm) and the
PBIL with hypermutation and hyper-learning (PBILml).
is shown in Fig. 3. Within PBILm, whenever the environment
changes, the mutation probability pm is raised from the basic
low value plm to a high value p
u
m for the following nhm
generations. The corresponding PBIL with the hypermutation
and hyper-learning schemes, denoted PBILml in this paper,
is also shown in Fig. 3.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. Dynamic Test Environments
For this paper, we use the DOP generator proposed in [17],
[21] to construct dynamic test problems. This generator can
construct DOPs from any binary-encoded stationary function
f(x) as follows. Suppose the environment changes every τ
generations. For each environment k, an XORing mask M(k)
is incrementally generated as follows:
M(k) = M(k − 1)⊕ T (k), (3)
where “⊕” is a bitwise exclusive-or (XOR) operator (i.e.,
1 ⊕ 1 = 0, 1 ⊕ 0 = 1, and 0 ⊕ 0 = 0) and T (k) is an
intermediate binary template generated for environment k.
T (k) is generated with ρ× l (ρ ∈ (0.0, 1.0]) random loci set
to 1 while the remaining loci set to 0. For the initial envi-
ronment k = 1, M(1) is set to a zero vector, i.e., M(1) = 0.
Given the above descriptions, an individual at generation
t is then evaluated as follows:
f(x, t) = f(x⊕ M(k)), (4)
where k = t/τ is the environmental index at time t. With
this XOR DOP generator, τ and ρ control the speed and
severity of environmental changes respectively. Smaller τ
means faster changes while bigger ρ means severer changes.
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In this paper, three 100-bit binary functions are selected
as the base stationary functions to construct dynamic test
environments. The ﬁrst one is the well-known OneMax
function that aims to maximize the number of ones in a
binary string. The second one is a Plateau function, which
consists of 25 contiguous 4-bit building blocks (BBs). Each
BB contributes 4 to the total ﬁtness if all bits inside it
have the allele of one; otherwise, it contributes 0. The third
problem is a 100-item 0-1 knapsack problem with the weight
and proﬁt of each item randomly created in the range of
[1, 30] and the capacity of the knapsack set to be half of the
total weight of all items. The ﬁtness of a feasible solution is
the sum of the proﬁts of the selected items. If a solution
overﬁlls the knapsack, its ﬁtness is set to the difference
between the total weight of all items and the weight of
selected items, multiplied by a small factor 10−5 in order
to make it in-competitive with those solutions that do not
overﬁll the knapsack.
Dynamic environments are constructed from each of the
three base functions using the aforementioned XOR DOP
generator. For each dynamic environment, the landscape is
periodically changed every τ generations during the run of
a PBIL algorithm. In order to compare the performance
of PBIL algorithms in different dynamic environments, the
speed of change parameter τ is set to 20 and 50 respectively.
The severity of change parameter ρ is set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and
0.9 respectively.
B. Parameter Settings and Performance Measure
Two sets of experiments were carried out in this paper
on the above constructed dynamic test environments. The
ﬁrst set of experiments investigates the effect of the learning
rate on the performance of the standard PBIL, i.e., SPBIL,
for DOPs. The second set investigates the effect of the
hyper-learning scheme on the performance of several PBIL
algorithms with restart or hypermutation enhancements, as
described in Section III.
For all PBIL algorithms, some common parameters are
set as follows: the population size n = 100, the learning
rate α = 0.10, the mutation probability pm = 0.05 with the
mutation shift δ = 0.05, and elitism of size 1. For the ﬁrst
set of experiments, the learning rate α in SPBIL is set to
0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 respectively (and the SPBIL
is denoted as α-SPBIL accordingly). For the second set of
experiments, the parameters are set as follows. The learning
rate α is ﬁxed to 0.10 for SPBIL, PBILr, and PBILm and
is set to the base value αl = 0.10 for normal generations
or the hyper value αu = 0.25 for the interim generations
when the hyper-learning scheme is triggered for PBILrl and
PBILml. For PBILm and PBILml, the mutation probability
pm is set to the base value p
l
m = 0.05 for normal generations
or the hyper value pum = 0.3 for the interim generations
when the hypermutation scheme is triggered. Whenever the
environment changes, the hyper-mutation or hyper-learning
schemes for PBILs are triggered for 5 generations, i.e.,
nhm = 5 and nhl = 5.
For each experiment of a PBIL algorithm on a DOP, 50
independent runs were executed with the same set of random
seeds. For each run, 50 environmental changes were allowed.
For each run the best-of-generation ﬁtness was recorded
every generation. The overall performance of an algorithm












where G = 50∗τ is the total number of generations for a run
and FBOGij is the best-of-generation ﬁtness of generation i
of run j. The off-line performance FBOG is the best-of-
generation ﬁtness averaged over 50 runs and then averaged
over the data gathering period.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Results on Selection Pressure
The experimental results of the ﬁrst set of experiments
are plotted in Fig. 4. The corresponding statistical results
of comparing PBILs by one-tailed t-test with 98 degrees of
freedom at a 0.05 level of signiﬁcance are given in Table I.
The t-test result with respect to Alg. 1−Alg. 2 is shown as
“+”, “−”, “s+”, or “s−” when Alg. 1 is better than, worse
than, signiﬁcantly better than, or signiﬁcantly worse than
Alg. 2 respectively. From Fig. 4 and Table I, the following
two results can be observed.
First, it can be seen that the learning rate does have a
signiﬁcant effect on the performance of SPBIL on most
dynamic test problems. This result can be clearly seen from
Table I, where most t-test results are shown as either “s+”
or “s−”.
Second, the exact effect of increasing the learning rate on
the performance of SPBIL depends on the base function used
for DOPs and the environmental dynamics. The effect is quite
different across dynamic OneMax, Plateau and Knapsack
problems. For dynamic OneMax problems, it seems that a
higher learning rate increases the performance of SPBIL
except for severely changing environments (e.g., ρ = 0.5
for τ = 20 and ρ = 0.9 for both τ = 20 and τ = 50). For
dynamic Plateau and Knapsack problems, when the learning
rate is raised from 0.05 to 0.10, the performance of SPBIL
improves, as indicated by the t-test results regarding 0.10-
SPBIL − 0.05-SPBIL. When the learning rate is increased to
0.25, the performance of SPBIL degrades on dynamic Plateau
problems while improving on dynamic Knapsack problems.
When the learning rate is further increased to 0.50 and 0.75,
the performance of SPBIL degrades on both dynamic Plateau
and Knapsack problems, as indicated in the corresponding t-
test results in Table I. When the environment involves severe
changes (i.e., ρ = 0.9), the performance of SPBIL degrades
when the learning rate increases on most DOPs.
Generally speaking, it seems that setting the learning
rate parameter α to 0.10 gives the best or second best
performance of SPBIL on the test DOPs in comparison
with other settings. For the following experiments, we set
α = 0.10 for relevant PBIL algorithms.
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Fig. 4. Experimental results of comparing SPBILs with different learning rates α on DOPs.
TABLE I
THE t-TEST RESULTS OF COMPARING SPBILS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING RATES ON DOPS.
t-test Result OneMax P lateau Knapsack
τ = 20, ρ ⇒ 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9
0.10-SPBIL − 0.05-SPBIL s+ s+ − s− s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s− s−
0.25-SPBIL − 0.10-SPBIL s+ s+ s− s− s− s− s− s− s+ s+ s− s−
0.50-SPBIL − 0.25-SPBIL s+ s+ s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s−
0.75-SPBIL − 0.50-SPBIL s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s−
τ = 50, ρ ⇒ 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9
0.10-SPBIL − 0.05-SPBIL s+ s+ s+ s− s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s−
0.25-SPBIL − 0.10-SPBIL s+ s+ s+ s− s− s− s− s− + s+ s+ s−
0.50-SPBIL − 0.25-SPBIL s− s+ s+ s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s−
0.75-SPBIL − 0.50-SPBIL s− s− + s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s− s−
B. Experimental Results on Hyper-Learning
The experimental results of the second set of experiments
regarding the effect of the hyper-learning scheme are plotted
in Fig. 5. The corresponding t-test results of comparing
PBILs are given in Table II. In order to better understand the
performance of PBILs, the dynamic behaviour of PBILs with
respect to the best-of-generation ﬁtness against generations
on DOPs with τ = 50 and ρ = 0.1 and ρ = 0.9 is plotted
in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the ﬁrst 10 environmental changes, i.e.,
500 generations, are shown and the data were averaged over
50 runs. From Figs. 5 and 6 and Table II, several results can
be observed.
First, regarding the restart scheme, it can be seen that
PBILr outperforms SPBIL on DOPs with ρ set to 0.5 or 0.9
while is beaten by SPBIL on DOPs with ρ set to 0.1 or 0.2,
as indicated by the t-test results regarding PBILr − SPBIL
in Table II. This happens because when the environment
changes slightly, a high diversity introduced may divert the
searching force too much and hence degrades the perfor-
mance of PBIL algorithms. However, when the environment
changes signiﬁcantly, restart can bring in sufﬁcient diversity
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Fig. 5. Experimental results of comparing PBIL algorithms with and without hyper-learning on DOPs.
TABLE II
THE t-TEST RESULTS OF COMPARING DIFFERENT PBIL ALGORITHMS ON DOPS.
t-test Result OneMax P lateau Knapsack
τ = 20, ρ ⇒ 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9
PBILm − SPBIL + s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s− s+ s+ s+ s+
PBILr − SPBIL s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s− s− + s+ s+
PBILr − PBILm s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s− s− s− s+ s+
PBILml − PBILm s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+
PBILrl − PBILr s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+
PBILrl − PBILml s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s− s− s− s+ s+
τ = 50, ρ ⇒ 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9
PBILm − SPBIL s− s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ + s+ s+ s+
PBILr − SPBIL s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s+
PBILr − PBILm s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s+
PBILml − PBILm s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+
PBILrl − PBILr s+ s+ s+ s− s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s+ s−
PBILrl − PBILml s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s+ s− s− s+ s+
for PBIL to search for the new optima, which may be far
away from the optima of the previous environment.
Second, regarding the hypermutation scheme, it can be
seen that hypermutation is beneﬁcial for the performance of
PBILs on almost all DOPs. This result indicates that it is
important to introduce a proper level of diversity when the
environment changes. Another observation lies in that the
performance of PBILm and PBILml is more sensitive to the
value of ρ. Their performance drops sharply when the value
of ρ increases from 0.1 to 0.2, 0.5 to 0.9.
It can also be seen that the hypermutation scheme out-
performs the restart scheme when the environment changes
slightly, i.e., when ρ = 0.1 and 0.2. On the contrast, when
the environment changes signiﬁcantly, i.e., when ρ = 0.5
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Fig. 6. Dynamic behaviour of PBIL algorithms on DOPs with τ = 50 and ρ = 0.1 (Left) and ρ = 0.9 (Right).
and 0.9, hypermutation is beaten by restart, as indicated by
the t-test results regarding PBILr − PBILm and PBILrl −
PBILml in Table II respectively.
Finally, regarding the effect of the hyper-learning scheme,
it can be seen that hyper-learning signiﬁcantly improves
the performance of both PBILr and PBILm on almost all
dynamic functions, as indicated by the t-test results regarding
PBILrl − PBILr and PBILml − PBILm in Table II respec-
tively. This result conﬁrms our expectation of combining
the hyper-learning scheme with diversity schemes for PBIL
algorithms in dynamic environments. The effect of the hyper-
learning scheme can also be clearly seen from the dynamic
behaviour of PBILrl on Dops with ρ = 0.10 in Fig. 6. Each
time when the environment changes, it will take PBILr some
time to make real searching progress while PBILrl can make
real searching progress quite quickly after a change.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Developing adaptive genetic operators is one type of
approaches for EAs to address dynamic environments. This
paper investigates the effect of the learning rate on the
performance of PBIL algorithms in dynamic environments
and proposes a hyper-learning scheme for PBIL algorithms
to address DOPs. When an environmental change occurs,
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the learning rate is temporarily raised. This hyper-learning
scheme can be combined with other schemes in the litera-
ture, e.g. restart and hypermutation, for PBIL algorithms in
dynamic environments.
The effect of the learning rate and the hyper-learning
scheme for PBIL algorithms in dynamic environments were
experimentally studied based on a series of dynamic test
problems. From the experimental results and relevant analy-
sis, three major conclusions can be drawn on the dynamic test
environments. First, the learning rate does have a signiﬁcant
effect on the performance of PBIL algorithms in dynamic
environments. Second, the effect of increasing the learning
rate on the performance of PBIL in dynamic environments
depends on the problem and environmental dynamics. Third,
the proposed hyper-learning scheme signiﬁcantly improves
the performance of PBIL algorithms with diversity schemes
in dynamic environments.
Generally speaking, this paper investigates the effect of
the learning rate and the hyper-learning scheme for PBIL
algorithms in dynamic environments with some preliminary
experiments. The results observed may be used to guide
the design of new PBIL algorithms for DOPs. For example,
developing more efﬁcient learning schemes that can adjust
the learning rate adaptively during the running of PBIL
algorithms may be an interesting future work. Combining
the hyper-learning scheme with other mechanisms for PBIL
in dynamic environments is another interesting future work.
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